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was in Waco, Texas recently as she continues "Walking 25,000 Miles For Worl d
PILGRIM Peace ." Her intent is announced on her simple tunic, and already she has walked

some 17,000 miles in accord with her vow to "remain a wanderer until mankind ha s
learned the way of peace . . ." Fer only possessions are the clothes she wears and the few
items she carries in the pocket of her tunic - a toothbrush, a ball-point pen with whic h
to answer letters, and a few leaflets . Adhering to the admonition of Christ to his dis-
ciples to go forth in faith, she walks until given shelter and fasts until given food .

This handsome woman with silver grey hair is both spiritually and intellectually
well prepared for her lonely end unusual mission . Her deep devotion is readily apparent .
She cannot be dismissed as a crank unless one dismisses all the great religious leader s
of old, aJ,lthe prophets and seers as cranks . In a world where crisis after crisis de-
velops with a rapidity confusing to the average system, her message is eminently simple ,
and the word she addresses to the individual concerning the need of "inner peace" is th e
same word that she addresses to individuals in community - nations - concerning "oute r
peace ." Listen :

"There is a magic formula for resolving conflicts . It is this : Have as your
objective the resolving of the conflict ---- not the gaining of advantage .

"There is a magic formula for avoiding conflicts . It is , this : Be concerned
that you do not offend ---- not that you are not offended . "

Simple words, powerful words, practical advice to a world in which national leader s
too easily say, "there is a limit to what any nation can endure" from another .

POLITICAL ., The Urgent Problem, is the title of a paper by Raymond English of Kenyo n
EDUCATION : College which is being circulated to a limited audience . It summarizes the

"partial and preliminary" results of a two-year group research project under -
taken with the aid of a grant from the Ford Foundation . We quote :

1 . The Problem

Q. Defendant, did you realize whether by intruding into the airspace of the
Soviet Union you were violating the sovereignty of the U .S .S .R . ?

A . Yes, I did .

Q. Do you think now you did your country a good or bad service? A . I would
say a very bad service .

" t . . . . Did it occur to you that a flight might provoke military conflict? A.
The people who sent me should have thought of these things . My job was
to carry out orders . I do not think it was my responsibility to make suc h
decisions .

"t Q. Do you regret making this flight? A. Yes, very much.' "

"In this exchange, the pilot of the notorious U2, captured in the U .S .S .R . in May ,
1960, exposed his lack of political sophistication and his unawareness of any reason s
which the government of the United States might have to suspect and fear the aggressiv e
preparations of a totalitarian dictatorship confessedly dedicated to the project o f

burying his own country . The dramatic irony of the situation was underlined severa l
times in the course of the examination, the accused being, among other things, made t o
admit that he knew nothing about politics and that he had been principally motivated by

the desire to earn money on a fairly ' lavish scale .

"Most of us would in similar circumstances probably have behaved as abjectly unhero-
ically as the pilot of the U2 . (We are an unheroic lot, the spineless, latter day gen -

. erations of a civilization upon which the barbarians appa'ar to be closing in .) And, no
doubt, even if the pilot in question had had a spine -- if, that is, he had possesse d
vigorous moral and political loyalties based on real intellectual conviction -- th e
Russians would not have brought him to trial until they had thoroughly broken it . How-
ever, the disquieting evidence - for Americans and for the whole world - was that hardl y
any pressure was needed to make this young man appear as he did ; that is, as a young
American, presumably handpicked in order to undertake a daring patriotic mission, exhib-
ited before the whole world as a political and ethical ignoramus, whose attitude toward s
his country and its government appeared to be that of a mere mercenary rather than tha t

of a free citizen serving with affection and honor . . . . "

While the main burden of the article has to do with the need of strengthening publi c
education in this country, the opening paragraphs cited above suggest a new conception o f
ethics which is related to the national interest rather than to any enduring and supra -
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national values .

is the title of a perceptive article by Fred Warner Neal, professor o f
International Relations and Government at the Claremont, Calif ., Graduate
School. It appeared in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, September ,
1960 .

In this article, Neal reviews the history of Soviet Foreign Policy . He suggests tha t
"the failure of the West, end in particular the United States, to understand the intensit y
of Moscow's reaction to the U-2 incident seems to indicate an even more important failur e
to understand Khrushchev's significant revision of the Soviet concept of coexistence . . . "

Both Marx and Stalin believed that war with capitalism was inevitable . In 1956, at
the 20th Party Congress, Khrushchev outlined a foreign policy in which he was faithful t o
his predecessors - "with one important exception ." "The reason for the important excep-
tion was an extremely important development in the world--perhaps the most important i n
mankind's history : the hydrogen bomb ." The new ideological position which Khrushchev an-
nounced is that "war was no longer inevitable . "

This means that "for the first time since 1921, the essential nature of the Sovie t
theory of coexistnece was changed" and this has implications for the means by which th e
goal of universal communism will be approached and pursued .

In Khrushchev's vision, "the important element . . . of communism was economic plenty . . .
Soviet capabilities are not such that these possibilities (for greater amounts of consum-
ers' goods) can be altered radically in the foreseeable future unless fewer Soviet re -
sources are devoted to military purposes . Given the present state of the world, with
hostile capitalist countries and H-bombs seen lurking behind every launching pad, a majo r
curtailment of resources devoted to defense cannot be risked unless there is some measur e
of disarmament . "

In seeking disarmament and coexistence the Soviet Union will not "make any agreement s
or take any steps deleterious to its hegemony in Eastern Europe" nor will it "abandon it s
efforts to further communism, especially in the underdeveloped areas, by non-military
means ." As center of the Communist movement the Soviet Unioh "cannot abandon its postur e
of ideological opposition to capitalism or fail to work for communism"but the implicatio n
is "that such Soviet efforts are less likely to be through covert political subversion -
although by no means can one rule this aut completely - than through more or less ope n
propaganda and economic maneuvering . . . .

"Western acceptance of the Soviet view of coexistence would mean no military inter-
vention in the event of revolution . Similarly, however, it means no Soviet military in-
tervention . There is, however, nothing in the concept to indicate that the West could
not work against the development of communism by other means . . . "

Further, the We=t cannot expect the Soviet Union to "give up its Communist dictator -
ship at home" and this suggests that "the surprising thing is not that the Russians do no t
accept full inspection (under an arms control agreement) but that they have gone as far a s

they have in accepting limited inspection . "

"The west . . . is faced with the necessity of either accepting the new Soviet view o f

coexistence, with all its limitations, or rejecting it ." Unfortunately the U-2 inciden t

struck a blow at Khrushchev's efforts to secure acceptance in the Communist world for hi s
new concepts, particularly when the Secretary of State, "backed by the President," said

"that we had a right and duty to continue" the flights . "This amounted to asserting a

right to violate the sovereignty of the Soviet Union . "

"Mr . Khrushchev appears to be sticking by the new concept of coexistence despite the

trial to which it has been subjected . . . The great danger now seems to be not that the ne w

posture has been abandoned but that the American reaction to the Soviet reaction wil l
prevent a new and possibly more adept Administration from putting it to the test .

"The big question for the West . . is whether the new posture is such as to merit th e

risk of making agreements on terms the Soviet Union can accept . Better stated, perhaps ,
the West must ask itself whether it -- or mankind -- can run the risk of not making such
agreements . There is still time for decision, but who knows how long it will last? "

OUR 25th Syracuse Peace Council Birthday will be celebrated January 24 at 6 :15 p .m.
at First Presbyterian Church Parish House, Syracuse, with Norman Whitney as speaker .
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